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Thinking about many challenges and opportunities for RES deployment in Central and Eastern
Europe, it is necessary to understand an operational process how this generation influences the
existing power system and how to achieve sustainable rise of RES by preserving security of the supply
for each customer. Namely, although RES have many positive aspects, looking from ecological point of
view, their generation is influenced only by a volatile appearance of wind, sun, rain and other
renewable sources. This group is also extendable with biogas, biomass, energy from waste and
geothermal energy, together with high efficiency cogeneration, which has been supported by The
Clean Energy Package1 in order to stimulate sustainable development of district heating systems as
well.
Therefore, it is intuitively understandable that an efficient market model as well as a reliable technical
power system should be based on an optimal mix of diversified, dependable and preferably
independent sources in order to fulfil two basic prerequisites:
1. Ability to instantly give needed energy to each customer in every moment regardless the
scarcity of the renewable energy from any source in that very moment
2. Ability to responsibly forecast and optimize generation in each individual portfolio regardless
the market price in order not to create additional externalities which could derogate and harm
entire market and technical systems
Looking at many different energy sources both fossil and renewable, which could serve as portfolio
leader in simultaneous achievement of these, often confronted goals, one of them imposes as the
optimal solution: hydropower. Earth's water is always in movement, and the natural water cycle, also
known as the hydrologic cycle, describes the continuous movement of water on, above, and below the
surface of the Earth. Water always changes states between liquid, vapour, and ice, with these
processes happening in the blink of an eye and over millions of years, as shown at Picture 1.2 This
renewable process distinguishes entire our planet from the rest of known astronomical bodies3 in the
Universe and gives main prerequisite for the most precious gift on the planet Earth: a life4.
On the other hand, a man, the most perfect living creature on the planet Earth, since the
beginning of the mankind has been looking for the optimal solution how to understand and manage
natural processes that surround him. Since he learned how to preserve a fire after a lighting strike hit
a timber and afterwards even how to light it by himself, a many centuries should had passed since he
learned how to manage such processes of conversion thermal energy into a mechanical work through
Clausisus-Rankine process5 and afterwards into electrical energy. Even before of exploring the field of
1

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-union/clean-energy-all-europeans
Source: https://water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycle.html, taken: 12th of June 2018
3
According to the definition from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_object
4
There is a great movie regarding this topic at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU0GhTmZhrs
5
See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rankine_cycle for more details
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thermodynamics, a man also had wanted to learn more about hydrodynamics and basic things like
conversion a potential energy of water stored in a lake or any other reservoir into a kinetic energy
capable to give him useful work and even generate electricity, probably even then aware that this
process will have served many centuries afterwards as grounding for the term called “sustainable
development”. Namely, although this term was coined by Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland in 19876, almost
a century before that, one of the greatest minds ever Nikola Tesla, who was born in Croatia, had had
even in his high school a stubborn vision to “harness the Niagara waterfalls” looking only at the picture
on the wall in the classroom, which he finally did in 1895, teaching the mankind how to “borrow energy
to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs”7.

Picture 1: The Water (Hydrological) Cycle (source https://water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycle.html)

Deeply inspired by Tesla’s ideas, Croatia got first AC hydro power plant in 18958, the first one
in the Europe and the second one in the world, only 2 days after the opening the one at Niagara Falls.
Since then, Croatia and its state owned energy company Hrvatska elektroprivreda (HEP)9 have been
collecting experience how to meet needs of the customers by using innovative solutions and optimizing
given potential of the nature. Like many other countries in South Eastern Europe (one of the examples
from 2015 is shown at Picture 2), Croatia didn’t have large sites of coal, oil, uranium nor gas so in order
to base its electricity generation strategy on these sources, their import or import of electricity as the
final product was one of the solutions. Another solution has been development of hydro resources.
6

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_development and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brundtland_Commission for more details
7
This qoute is combination of the Brundtland's qoute taken as key definition of sustainable development as
well as the whole Tesla's life inspired by the idea to give a cheap and clean energy to the mankind.
8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaruga_Hydroelectric_Power_Plant and
https://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidroelektrana_Jaruga
9
http://www.hep.hr/about-hep-group/2502
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Incorporating climatological, hydrological, pedological and many other aspects as well as flood
protection and preserving of sources of drinking water, Croatia has today a relatively diversified
portfolio, presented at Picture 3, mostly capable to tackle with different challenges in a daily operative
work.

Total capacity = 118 GW
RES = 36 GW
RES potential worth 740 GW

Picture 2: Installed capacity for electricity generation in SEE in 2015, source: Energy Community, GlobalData and IRENE10

Such daily operative work within HEP’s portfolio comprises:






load forecasting and fulfilling the needs of all its customers
generation optimization, including inflow and water value forecast as well as coal, gas and
nuclear energy11 utilization, taking care about the highest standards12 of social and
environmental responsibility, integrity, competence and innovation, as well as quality and
business excellence
market presence at many European markets13
providing ancillary and balancing services in Croatian power system14

10

http://irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2017/IRENA_Costcompetitive_power_potential_SEE_2017.pdf?la=en&hash=DE44F51BDDFB43D4CB8D880B5AB71713447BA043,
Figure 1.1. (page 17)
11
https://www.nek.si/en/about-nek, https://www.nek.si/en/about-nek/business-indicators
12
http://www.hep.hr/about-hep-group/mission-vision-and-basic-values/2522
13
http://www.hep.hr/hep-group-companies-2506/hep-trgovina-d-o-o-2575/2575
14
https://www.hops.hr/wps/portal/en/web/hees/services,
https://www.hops.hr/wps/portal/en/web/market/balancing
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Picture 3: Croatian power system, source: https://www.hops.hr/wps/portal/en/web/hees/data/present, updated:
01/2018
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To explain these complex and challenging operative tasks in a simple way, we can use only one
equation:

NPP + HPP + TPP + RES + (Buy – Sell) = Customer’s load + grid losses
Equation 1

However, although this process looks simple even on Picture 4 and Picture 5, in reality it isn’t simple
at all. First of all, we know that a real life is constantly being in a motion, at both sides of the weighting
scale. It is very risky to predict each of the unknowns in the Equation 1in every second of their
realisation, due to unforeseeable essence of both: the nature and the society. A lot of amazing natural
events happen in the “circle of life”, like e.g. extreme weather situations, side technical effects which
might trigger any of the elements in a power system to start behaving unexpectedly, sudden changes
in the customers’ behaviour and their needs, “tipping points”15 at different markets which can even
lead to drastic changes, due to the price changes and consequentially operational (un)profitability and
competiveness in the portfolio structure and its merit order list which serves as the basis for a daily
work.

Picture 4: Keeping both power system and portfolio in a balance, source:
https://www.occto.or.jp/en/about_occto/images/007.png

Picture 5: Keeping a market in a balance16

15

A book with this title (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Tipping_Point) can serve as basis for getting more
insight in this topic
16
source: https://etn-socrates.eu/understanding-overcapacity-supply-vs-demand/
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Such sudden changes, which usually can’t be foreseen and can create a huge impact at entire market
and even harm the technical balance in a power system, can be put at list of the events known in
literature as Black Swan events17.
However, many other events which don’t create such a mess neither in the market nor in the power
system, and which could be somehow traceable (known as “grey swans”), at least through the range
of possible values (e.g. meteorologists like to use “ensamble forecasting”18 in order to tackle with
unreliability of the weather forecast in a probabilistic way rather than the simple deterministic
approach which could mislead users and give them false forecast), clustering and scenario forecasting
using for instance Markov’s chains19 or even using Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming Method
(SDDP)20, happen most of the time in reality and are known as normal “system breathing effects”.
If we make an experiment and try to put together many pictures from a real life like the ones from
Picture 4 snapshotted continuously in order to get dynamic movement21 and at the same time look for
the power system’s reaction which uses inertia and ancillary services in order to behave like a shock
absorber, we will get a picture similar to the one shown at Picture 6.

Picture 6: System frequency evolution after a contingency (National Grid), source:
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fenrg.2015.00036/full

It is also known that similar movements happen all the time in the markets too and move equilibrium
point from Picture 5 in all four directions, serving as proof for the “invisible hand of market theory”22
from the perfect world. Every market has two kinds of participants with different goals and roles:




fundamental participants (often assumed as risk-takers)
o they consider possible risk and take their strict and careful position in the market in
order to fulfil the needs of their portfolio
o they give a necessary stability and trust to the market
speculative participants (often assumed as risk creators)

17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_swan_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ensemble_forecasting
19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_chain
20
http://www.optimization-online.org/DB_FILE/2009/12/2509.pdf
21
Similar animation could be seen at https://learn.pjm.com/three-priorities/buying-and-sellingenergy/ancillary-services-market.aspx taking care that in Europe frequency is 50 Hz
22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invisible_hand
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o

o
o

they also consider possible risk and try to act as counterparty to the fundamental
participants believing that market could go bearish or bullish23, it doesn’t matter in
which direction, as long as they believe that the trend goes in their interest and brings
them desired profit
they even create trends by careful listening to the pulse of the market in order to act
at “perfect time in a perfect place”, before the rest of the market participants
sometimes they are named “trend or mainstream setters”24 and they give the
necessary freshness, modernity and dynamics (often called volatility) to the market
and serve as a magnet for other market participants to enlarge liquidity of that
particular market

If we furthermore decompose and identify triggers which lead to a contingency at both sides of the
weighting scale at Picture 4 in the contemporary power system we might see that apart from all other
already mentioned variables in Equation 1, one variable pops-up and tends to have more significant
impact than ever before in earlier stages of development of the power systems as well as market
designs worldwide.
They are called renewables (RES, renewable sources of energy)25 and they bring that youthfulness,
renaissance and spring in the classic, old fashioned power systems and energy markets. They give
freedom and remove the barriers from traditional perspective of centralized planning where fossil
fuelled power plants were cornerstones in attempts to fulfil yearly balance sheets where most of the
unknowns should be anticipated. They are so popular nowadays that even the largest power
companies, which earned competiveness based on fossil fuel trade, turn new pages and even convert
their companies into new, green companies26, and strive to incorporate in their portfolios as many eco
and renewable projects as possible. They even compete which company is the greenest27 in the sector
and area where they position their business. Such projects also serve as window of the opportunity for
companies and even whole countries which timely think “outside the box” and find appropriate market
niche ahead of their competitors. They know how such projects can even preserve them market
competiveness in forthcoming decades too. For instance leading countries in the EU have carefully
prepared preconditions28 in many sectors and industries for the rise of RES share for several reasons:



to continue their industrial and intellectual development in order to retain macroeconomic
leadership
to reduce pollution, achieve sustainable development and give to their citizens, through many
tax and other government policies, optimistic and stimulative perspective for continuous
innovation and start-up philosophy which provides prospective modus vivendi and coexistence

23

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_trend
Again several similar examples could be found in the book Tipping Point (see quote number 15)
25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
26
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_company
27
http://www.businessinsider.com/top-25-renewable-energy-companies-thomson-reuters-2017-11
28
Only one example, among so many others, can be seen at
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/dotcom/client_service/sustainability/pdfs/energy_competitive
_advantage_in_germany.ashx
24
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to timely learn how to capture the gained intellectual potential in order to proactively use the
collective wisdom29 and prepare preconditions for the continuous leadership in the future as
well

Nevertheless, like every new start-up industry needs care and help from “parents”30 and “elder
siblings”, precocious measures should have had been used in order to carefully introduce these sources
into grid and markets. Therefore, feed-in tariff systems31 were a solution for such an attempt during
the early stage of the new-borns. This was also an opportunity for the whole range of industries and
sectors to develop and test their technology in the system and to create an additional value for the
economy of the countries which had been investing in them. Such payback period served perfectly for
extending their gross welfare. However, after the period of the childhood, depending on the duration
of the contracts and total quota for different types of renewable sources, as well as country’s interest
in further development of the specific industry, “parents” usually decide that such “children” should
start to behave responsibly at the market and sign contracts with balance responsible parties, in order
to be financially responsible for every mistake from their market schedule. Thus they start to behave
like adolescents in the Market Premium Model32 (Premium Tariff System), both getting financial
compensation from “their parents” but now also motivated to operate their portfolio in a market
oriented manner. While for developed countries within EU, this process started more than 6 years
ago33, for Croatia it takes more time to catch the mainstream.
Namely, although Croatia has so much potential for RES34, as the whole SEE region has it too35, the
problem arises from the fact that many other prerequisites necessary for a smooth incorporation
within existing power system and market model are being late with the implementation:
1. Separate markets + Individual legal barriers for each country in SEE -> market illiquidity36
2. Insufficient measurements for equal market conditions for each market player -> "black box"
principle in many countries37

29

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Wisdom_of_Crowds
Term „parents“ could identify governmental, EU and other policy organizations such are: regulators, market
operators, TSOs and DSOs in unbundled market models, while “elder siblings” could identify large and usually
vertically organized power companies who “should assist” newcomers to get used to market conditions and
help them to grow up and become responsible for their stand-alone market life.
31
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feed-in_tariff
32
http://www.res-legal.eu/search-by-country/germany/single/s/res-e/t/promotion/aid/premium-tariff-imarket-premium/lastp/135/
33
https://www.energy2market.com/glossary-market-premium.html
34
http://irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2017/IRENA_Costcompetitive_power_potential_SEE_2017.pdf?la=en&hash=DE44F51BDDFB43D4CB8D880B5AB71713447BA043,
pages 48-51
35
http://irena.org/newsroom/pressreleases/2017/Jan/South-East-Europe-Has-Vast-Renewable-Potentialworth-740-GW-IRENA-Report-Finds
36
Example of Buridan's ass (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buridan%27s_ass) with two variables: „strong signals
for investors” vs „equal treatment of all market participants according to Kirchhoff's and other physical and
market laws”
37
A fact that many countries in South East Europe have efficient measurements (in the resolution of a second)
at their borders with neighboring countries, whereas inside of those countries measurements are inefficient
(monthly or semiannual resolution) or sometimes even don’t exist at all. On the other hand, in most of the
countries in Western Europe and Scandinavia, there are much more measurements within such countries due
to technical and historical reasons (e.g. different ownership in different municipalities of different elements of
30
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3. Issue of preferential treatment for new-coming RES in comparison with the existing ones
(obligations vs privileges) – the real cost of externalities
4. Cross border transmission capacity (CBTC) bottlenecks between SEE and WE:
o Austria ->Slovenia & Austria->Hungary - in case of significant RES generation in
Germany or other examples of huge difference in market situations between SEE and
WE (e.g. night hours or weekend/holiday afternoons + cases with intensive hydro
generation)
o Slovenia->Italy – still huge bottleneck
o Lack of Austria/Slovakia CBTC
o Lack of Slovenia/Hungary CBTC
As usually a single picture can explain much more than many words, if we closer look at Picture 7, it
will be clear how the price of the needed Day-Ahead CBTC between SEE and WE can vary and be several
times more expensive than the transmitted energy itself. At the intraday level, this problem is even
more significant38.

power system and therefore such need that had existed much earlier than in SEE countries where ownership
was usually 100% state owned).
38
https://www.apg.at/en/market/Markttransparenz/cross-border-exchange/REMIT,
https://www.eles.si/en/business-user-news, https://transparency.entsoe.eu/
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Picture 7: Cross Border Transmission Capacity Daily (Day-Ahead) Auction/Allocation results in period 2017 + Q1 2018 +
problem at Intraday level39

Namely, regardless the price of the Intraday CBTC should be „for free”, the problem arises from the
fact that loop flows can reduce actual ATC for several times comparing forecasted ATC and therefore
often even block intraday cross border trade -> such cases are shown in the pie chart (in Austria ->
Slovenia direction in total period of 463 days, when you calculate blocked hours, you get averagely
81,25 days or 17,55% without possibility for the intraday cross border trade from WE to SEE mainly
due to internal congestions within Austria).

39

Sources: http://www.jao.eu/marketdata/export/overview, http://www.bsp-southpool.com/mc-results.html,
https://www.apg.at/en/market/Markttransparenz/cross-border-exchange/Kritische%20Netzelemente
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Picture 8: Interconnections between SEE/CE & WE

If we try to emphasise the problem from the geographical point of view, like with the Picture 8, we can
see full green oval lines representing 220 kV cross border connections which were made during the
UCPTE + SUDEL + CENTREL interconnection phase (e.g. 1973/74 connections between ex-Yugoslavia,
Austria and Italy). Afterwards, during 1980’, 1990’ and 2000’, 400 kV cross border connections
improved the network (full red oval lines). Thinner red lines between Hungary and Croatia depict an
issue of the lack of intraday CBTC auctions at HU/HR border which lasted for more than 15 years, until
28.03.2018. Suggestions for possible „sewing” of the network in order to get stronger interconnectivity
between SEE and WE as prerequisite for the pan-European internal market integration and the same
time signals for investments are shown with the discontinuous red and green lines as logical solution
for connecting the potentially closest 400 kV and 220 kV sub-stations. Similar, but more holistic
planning process has been done in the Bidding Zone Review40 and it is continuously being done through
Ten Years Network Development planning41.
These measures could be considered as “hardware” measures for joining closer different regions
towards Pan-European network singularity, while other measures, possibly considered as “software”
measures are:

40

https://preview.entsoe.eu/news/2018/04/05/first-edition-of-the-bidding-zone-review-published/, Figure 1.1
(page 10)
41

http://tyndp.entsoe.eu/projects/2016-12-20-1600-exec-report.pdf, Figure 5 (page 17),
http://tyndp.entsoe.eu/map/, http://tyndp.entsoe.eu/tyndp2018/
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Financial (forward) versus Physical Long term Capacity Allocation42
NTC43 vs44 Flow based method45 in CORE CCR46
Day ahead coupling47
XBID – intraday coupling48 – implicit & explicit CA
AS and BE coupling (GLEB)49

Deadlines for such harmonization are:









CORE Capacity Region Project
o DA & ID common methodology implementation – 01.04.18 – 01.06.19
o FCA common capacity calculation methodology NRA’s approvals – 01.04.19
Day ahead coupling Croatia/Slovenia into MRC – 19.06.1850
XBID – 1st go live – 12th/13th June 201851, 2nd go live –see Picture 9
SEEPEX regional perspective – see Picture 10
AS and BE market – most of NRA’s approvals by 06/2019 – see Picture 11
Bidding zone review – NRA’s approvals by 30.09.2018
o 1st step - DE/AT split52 –> 01.10.2018
New interconnectors – exact deadlines are still not defined

42

https://electricity.network-codes.eu/network_codes/fca/
https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/market-reports/ntc-values/Pages/default.aspx
44
https://www.acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Acts_of_the_Agency/Publication/ACER%20Market%20Mon
itoring%20Report%202016%20-%20ELECTRICITY.pdf
45
https://www.entsoe.eu/Documents/Network%20codes%20documents/Implementation/ccr/Core_CCR_TSOs'
_proposal_for_the_regional_design_of_DA_FB_CCM_Sept2017_FV.pdf
46
https://electricity.network-codes.eu/network_codes/cacm/implementation/core/
47
https://www.europex.org/all-nemos/all-nemos-mco-plan/
48
https://www.epexspot.com/en/market-coupling/xbid_cross_border_intraday_market_project
49
https://electricity.network-codes.eu/network_codes/eb/
50
https://www.hops.hr/wps/wcm/connect/1aa9e7ce-4f2d-4421-8412-9f5bcc581bf7/CONFIRMATION+OF+SIHR+MC+-+press+release+20180615+-+Clean.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
51
https://www.epexspot.com/en/press-media/press/details/press/European_CrossBorder_Intraday_XBID_Solution_and_10_Local_Implementation_Projects_successful_go-live
52
https://www.argusmedia.com/~/media/files/pdfs/white-paper/germany-austria-zone-split-whitepaper.pdf?la=en
43
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Picture 9: Second wave of Local Implementation Plans for XBID process

Picture 10: Plan for market harmonization in SEE region53

53

http://www.seepex-spot.com/en/news/seepex-market-coupling-vision-foresees-four-phases, 4MMC ->
Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Romania,
https://www.hupx.hu/en/Market%20Coupling/marketcouplinghistory/Pages/4mmc.aspx
https://seenews.com/news/terna-completes-laying-of-montenegro-italy-undersea-power-cable-558899,
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Picture 11: Draft guideline for electricity balancing (GLEB)

Now, after we have got a better insight in the current processes necessary to be done in order to grasp
the potential of further RES development in Croatia and corresponding regions, let’s have a look at
map of Croatia which represents the current RES deployment, shown at Picture 12. The table shows
RES structure according to different technologies, while the pie-chart shows total distribution of the
installed power in Croatia. It is visible that Croatia has the largest share of hydro capacities, while
thermal capacity refers to coal fired power plant TPP Plomin 2, several condense gas fired power plants
and several cogeneration gas fired TPPs54. Generation from NPP Krsko (NEK), which is located in
Slovenia, Croatia and Slovenia have been equally sharing since its construction in 1983, in accordance
with the Contract between the Government of the Republic of Slovenia and the Government of the
Republic of Croatia on the regulation of status and other legal relations connected to investment in
NEK, its exploitation and decommissioning55. Looking at the structure of HPPs56, at first glance, it looks
like Croatia has much more storage HPPs than run-off HPPs, but as we will see in examples, the greatest
problem for getting more intense and optimal generation out of these storage HPPs arises from the
scarcity of the corresponding reservoirs.
Namely, most of these reservoirs are so small that if we utilize their HPPs with the full installed capacity
and assuming that inflows before and after the reservoir are negligible, they can serve only for several
hours, days or weeks from their maximum potential till their minimum, after which you can’t use that
http://balkanenergy.com/capacity-italy-montenegro-submarine-cable-reduced-600-mw-montenegro-23march-2018/, http://www.terna.it/Default.aspx?tabid=1095&docid=103768&docType=TCAT-CS
54
http://proizvodnja.hep.hr/proizvodnja/en/basicdata/thermal/default.aspx
55
https://www.nek.si/en/about-nek/production
56
http://proizvodnja.hep.hr/proizvodnja/en/basicdata/hydro/default.aspx
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HPP anymore, until the new precipitation and the inflow rise. Therefore, any operational deployment
of these HPPs should take care about the water value, inflow and weather forecast and possible
alternatives for meeting the needs of the portfolio.
If we have a closer look at structure and geographical presence of RES at Picture 12, we will
notice that the greatest majority of RES within the current FIT (feed-in tariffs) system represent wind
onshore farms, while solar generation is definitely underestimated, especially along the Croatian coast
where the global radiation (W/m2) is the greatest, see Picture 13.

Picture 12: Current RES installed capacity in Croatia (data available from 25.05.2018)57

57

Map - https://oie-aplikacije.mzoe.hr/InteraktivnaKarta/, Table http://files.hrote.hr/files/PDF/Sklopljeni%20ugovori/PP_HR_25_05_2018.pdf
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Picture 13: Mean annual irradiation of the horizontal surface [MWh/m2]58

Another problem with wind farms in Croatia arises from their diversity or simultaneity factor59.
Although there are debates whether this factor is close to 1 or not, operational experience shows that
their volatile and sudden changes in generation make a problem for balancing the power system.
Picture 14 shows how hourly spikes of wind generation can vary, while Picture 15 depicts these hourly
changes which make the challenge for optimal planning and dispatching the system in the real time.
Picture 16 shows how difficult is to forecast the wind generation (value in MWh/h and the moment
when it will occur) and what might be necessity for the balancing capacity range (in MWh/h) required
for the operational capability to cover such needs in the real time. Picture 17 shows needed balancing
energy (MWh) in order to meet such needs. Assuming the scarcity of the reservoirs and the inflow
volatility at the corresponding storage HPP, that gap between needed energy and energy capable for
fulfilling the basic portfolio market schedule together with extra unplanned balancing energy actually
represents the essential problem for daily operational work.
This issue is additionally difficult to solve using simply the Equation 1 in order to:



meet the physical balance from Picture 4 and market balance from Picture 5,
obey the valid Act on Renewable Energy Sources and High Efficient Cogeneration (OG
100/2015)60 – paragraphs 51 and 52 in which the operational start of balancing responsible
party (BRP) for EKO balance group should had started 01st of January 2017

58

http://www.solvis.hr/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/suncevo-zracenje-u-hrvatskoj.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversity_factor
60
https://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2015_09_100_1937.html, http://www.zuric-ipartneri.hr/news.aspx?newsID=275&pageID=17
59
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obey the Rules of the ECO Balance group and the obligations of the group members61 and at
same time to
face for more than 2 years arguments62 for postponing the full operational and market
responsible work of this group63.

MWh/h



Picture 14: Forecasted and realized wind power plant generation in March 2018 64

61

http://www.hrote.hr/obligations-of-eco-balance-group-members
https://www.cropex.hr/en/news/168-odgoda-tr%C5%BEi%C5%A1ne-prodaje-elektri%C4%8Dne-energijeeko-bilan%C4%8Dne-grupe-2.html
63
http://www.hrote.hr/selling-electricity-from-eco-balance-group
64
https://www.hops.hr/wps/wcm/connect/dd5f80a4-2f80-4303-b221-b1f62ff21b65/HOPS++Mjese%C4%8Dni+izvje%C5%A1taj+o+proizvodnji+VE+u+HR+za+O%C5%BEujak++2018.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
62
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Picture 15: Maximum positive and maximum negative wind power plant hourly output variation in March

Picture 16: Difference between forecasted and realized total WPP hourly generation (forecast error) and its duration
curve in March 2018
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Picture 17: Sum of positive errors (negative balancing energy) and sum of negative errors (positive balancing energy) of
wind power plant hourly generation in March 2018

Here is the complete list of the ancillary services operationally used in Croatia:








aFRR – automatic secondary reserve (control)
mFRR – manual tertiary reserve (control) – note: the only difference from Picture 4 is in
activation time which should be within 15 minutes
Voltage maintenance through providing reactive power
Re-dispatching
Island operation
Black start
INC – sharing of aFRR and Imbalances Netting between SCB&H and Austria65

The core of these operative problems can be described with several cases that have really happened
recently. Firstly, let’s see the “Draught case & high market prices”:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Load high + HPP & RES low + tech. problems at NPP & TPP + high gas prices
High possibility for the exceedance of the influential variables outside of „normal range”
Not enough space at plants for offering ancillary services for covering such exceedance
Hydro and gas reservoirs at minimum levels -> giving an extra „marginal quantity” at the
market could drastically influence balanced plans and reserve in own portfolio in forthcoming
days and weeks
e) Market liquidity poor and market prices demotivating for buying an extra „marginal quantity”
– decoupling and trying to fulfil basic needs of own portfolio + TSO’s remedial actions (redispatching, counter-trading, etc.)
65

https://www.apg.at/en/markt/netzregelung/sekundaerregelung/inc
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f)

Weather forecast unfavourable

Picture 18: Cold wave in Zagreb and Split at the end of February 201866

Low temperatures in Zagreb and Split at the end of February 2018 (see Picture 18), strong bora wind
in Dalmatia67 and snow in the whole region (see Picture 20) caused record daily load in Croatia.
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Picture 19: Daily load (MWh) in Croatia68
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http://klima.hr/klima_arhiva.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bora_(wind), http://www.eumetrain.org/satmanu/CMs/Bora/print.htm,
https://www.ecmwf.int/sites/default/files/elibrary/2015/13440-recent-extreme-bora-wind-cases-croatiaecmwf-forecast-evaluation-poster.pdf, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnGMCGIHVFU
68
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/
67
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Picture 20: Fraction of SEE covered by snow (%) in season 2017/201869

Such case caused the high rise of electricity prices at regional power exchanges and huge price
differentiation between SEE and WE – see Picture 21.

Picture 21: Daily Baseload prices (€/MWh) spike at regional power exchanges at the beginning of March70

If we look again at Picture 16 and Picture 17, but considering now market conditions from Picture 21
in the begging of March 2018 and the background of the “Draught case & high market prices” described
69

http://zoz.cbk.waw.pl/images/stories/snow/wykres_balkan.pdf
https://www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/dayaheadauction, https://www.bsp-southpool.com/tradingdata.html, https://hupx.hu/en/market-data/dam/historical-data, http://seepex-spot.rs/en/market-data/dayahead-auction, https://www.cropex.hr/hr/trgovanje/trgovanje-za-dan-unaprijed.html
70
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at Page 19, we can understand the complexity of this issue and importance of having larger reservoirs
in order to give to the market and the power system a hydropower required to cover the missing needs
of the electrical energy.
Secondly, let’s now consider another, diametrically opposite issue: “Wet case & low (negative) market
prices”:
a) Load low + HPP & RES high + NPP & TPP high generation (fuel contracts + technical problems
in case of volatile generation) + low gas prices
b) High possibility for the exceedance of the influential variables outside of „normal range”
c) Not enough space at plants for offering ancillary services for covering such exceedance
d) Hydro and gas reservoirs at maximum levels -> reducing an extra „marginal quantity” could
influence balanced plans in forthcoming days and weeks and potentially create an extra
flooding
e) Market liquidity poor and market prices demotivating for selling an extra „marginal quantity”
– decoupling and trying to fulfil basic needs of own portfolio + TSO’s remedial actions (reducing
ATC, re-dispatching, etc.)
f) Weather forecast unfavourable
g) E.g. beginning of spring in case of accumulated snow + heavy rainfall + high RES + drop of
consumption
For instance, March 2018 showed all its beauty when it suddenly changed the weather conditions from
cold period to very warm period (see Picture 22), together with wind oscillations (see Picture 14) in
wind speed and direction. That caused the load drop as can be seen at Picture 23.

Picture 22: Temperature rises in Zagreb and Split in March and April 2018 71

71

http://klima.hr/klima_arhiva.php
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Picture 23: Daily load drops in Croatia during spring 201872

Furthermore, that temperature rise affected snow covers to start melting. Together with heavy
rainfalls (see Picture 24), inflows to the most important Croatian reservoirs increased dramatically. All
these factors, which were similar in entire region and even most parts of Europe, consequently caused
market prices drop at power exchanges, seen at Picture 25.
Favourable RES generation in Germany even triggered negative market prices which meant that
surpluses from CE and SEE couldn’t get access towards more liquid markets of WE.

Picture 24: Monthly precipitation in 2018 at location of Knin in Croatia73
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https://transparency.entsoe.eu/
http://klima.hr/klima_arhiva.php
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Picture 25: Daily Baseload prices at power exchanges during spring 201874

If we look again at Picture 16 and Picture 17, but considering now market conditions from Picture 25
during second half of March 2018 and the background of the “Wet case & low (negative) market prices”
described at Page 22, we can understand the complexity of this issue and importance of having larger
reservoirs in order to give to the market and the power system a solution for storing the surpluses of
hydropower and at the same time reduce generation in those moments when the power system
required such help, without creating additional problems connected with the spillages and even flood
risks.
In both described cases we can see the role of hydropower as stable and sustainable source of
energy in case of challenges and opportunities for RES deployment in Central and Eastern Europe
If we consider plans for further rise of RES share in Croatia, shown at Picture 26 and the corresponding
table, it is worth of imagination what might be the required resources for balancing that additional
volatile RES generation and meet the requirements of the power system in extreme weather events
and consequential system and market conditions, without parallel investments in the tools capable to
do such balancing. Revitalization of the existing HPPs and TPPs (especially gas fired high efficient
cogeneration TPPs able to optimize district heating systems as well), enlargements of the storages
(both hydro, especially the one which is used for the pumped storage HPP in Croatia and gas), together
with other measures listed at Page 27 are prerequisites in order that power system remains stable and
achieves sustainable development.
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https://www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/dayaheadauction, https://www.bsp-southpool.com/tradingdata.html, https://hupx.hu/en/market-data/dam/historical-data, http://seepex-spot.rs/en/market-data/dayahead-auction, https://www.cropex.hr/hr/trgovanje/trgovanje-za-dan-unaprijed.html
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Picture 26: Plan for further rise of RES share in Croatia (signed feed-in contracts, but not yet built)75

Very interesting fact was that in 2016 there were so many received requests for RES deployment that
in total that could mean more than 3000 MW of RES generation, as shown at Picture 27.

75

http://files.hrote.hr/files/PDF/Sklopljeni%20ugovori/NP_HR_25_05_2018.pdf
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Picture 27: Already signed contracts + received requests for new RES projects in 2016 76

That number of MWs and the overwhelming share of RES comparing the other sources, if all other
preconditions are kept constant without further development, looks definitely too ambitious, unless
really a major steps will have been made before that rise in order to cope with the ongoing situation.
Until then, the probable situation would be that Croatia gets rise of RES up to limits given by the
existing feed-in tariff system, shown at Picture 28
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ΣmaxRES = 1170 MW
Picture 28: Max. Feed-in (tariff system) until 2020 in Croatia

Nevertheless, any further rise of RES, without further development of stable and sustainable portfolio
needed for the balancing, would mean even more challenges in the real time than the mentioned ones.
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http://files.hrote.hr/files/PDF/Sklopljeni%20ugovori/Nositelji_projekata_HR_03_03_2016.pdf
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Finally, if we a take a glance into the future, we might see several further topics connected with this
one:
1. What will bring the new capacity management and market coupling in aspect of ancillary
services and balancing energy in the Central and Eastern Europe?
2. Clean Energy for All Europeans package – goals for 2030
 RES share
 Energy efficiency
 Interconnectivity
 Security of energy supply
 Risk preparedness
 Demand response
3. Possible extending of existing + new reservoirs
 As soon as possible in order to cope timely with weather extremes
4. Transparency in measurements & data management
5. Equal imbalance treatment for each network member
6. Cooperation with IT sector -> potential for Virtual Power Plants77
 Potential for demand response in different marketing approaches + existing and new
infrastructure, e.g. E-badge project78
7. New pumped HPPs
8. A lot of TPPs uncompetitive for market prices -> potential locations for storage (CHPDH79,
batteries, inertia wheels, LNG, gas storages, etc.)
9. Wider usage of electric cars -> advantages for tourism in SEE too
To sum up, in order to remove the barriers and successfully cope with the current technological
breakthrough, it is necessary to make wise and resolute steps in order to provide flexibility, the most
needed good in the contemporary power system and on the market. One of the best solutions for
making such stable and sustainable “shock absorber” is definitely a hydropower. This article reflects
many operational challenges regarding the current RES and hydro deployment in Croatia and the
surrounding region, together with several potential recommendations for further sustainable
development, in order to capture the potential given by the Nature and extends the rich heritage of
knowledge, tradition and existing power solutions.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_power_plant
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284160219_The_eBADGE_project__Final_outcomes_and_key_messages
79
According to some research, district heating with combined heat and power (CHPDH) is the cheapest method
of cutting carbon emissions, and has one of the lowest carbon footprints of all fossil generation plants. CHPDH
is being developed in Denmark as a store for renewable energy, particularly wind electric, that exceeds
instantaneous grid demand via the use of heat pumps and thermal stores. ->
http://en.openei.org/wiki/Definition:District_heat
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